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Searching and Learning
㝰ีڰय!˽ SPOKEN BY BHIKSHU HENG SHUN
ڑ૰ܥ౽˿!̙ᛋ!TRANSLATED INTO CHINESE BY LING CHANG CHING, PH.D.

Tina Yang: Is this what he said to you?
DM Shun: He said it to me and he said it to the public. You know
I had the incredible good fortune of being Shifu’s assistant and
personal attendant for over ten years. And so, I got to hear Shifu
lecture several thousand times, the Sutra lectures, and other lectures
at Gold Mountain Monastery when Shifu started lecturing here at
the City. He moved the Sutra lectures on the Flower Adornment Sutra
[the Avatamsaka Sutra] to the City in late 1977. After that, he was
still lecturing at Gold Mountain on the Lives of the Buddhist Patriarchs
and the biographical sketches in Reflections in the Water-Mirror. So,
I got to personally hear several thousand lectures by him. As Shifu’s
attendant, I traveled with him, seeing him interact in different ways
with people in America and other countries. When I got to go with
Shifu to Hong Kong, Indonesia, Europe, Taiwan, Thailand, I got
to see how Shifu was with all kinds of different people in different
cultures. This is something you can’t read in books. In Shifu’s daily
life in America, everything Shifu did was a kind of teaching. So I’m
very fortunate to have an incredible storehouse of memories of all
those experiences.
Tina Yang: Shifu was a constant source of inspiration for those of us,
who were so young at that time.
DM Shun: The point that Shifu would always emphasize, and it’s not
just Shifu, it’s part of the tradition of the Buddha’s teachings, is that
you really have to work on having true realization and experience. So
what’s cool about Buddhism is that the Buddha said: “Don’t just believe
what I said. You must experience the truth for yourself. Determine
for yourself whether it is true through your own experience.” For
example, let’s take reincarnation or past lives. I believe in past lives.
Do I have the ability to remember my past lives? No, I don’t. To really
know this would require that I have that ability. The Buddha said we
all have this potential to verify what is true or false through our own
experience. So that faith will not just be blind faith. Faith will become
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ಧऋćຍਢஃ׀ኙ൞ᎅऱႯΛ
ีڰयćהኙݺᎅΔՈኙฒԳᎅΖवሐݺ
ৰࢉሎ܂ஃ׀ऱܗࡉߏԳࠊृڶԼնڣ
հՆΖஃ׀ൕԫԮԮڣၲࡨലࠐڇ८՞
ڝᝑऱψဎᣤᆖωჺࠩᆣৄװᝑΖመ৵הՈ
ڇ८՞ڝᝑዝψలஃႚωΕψֽᢴ֚ڃᙕω!
ΔࢬݺאഗءՂਢᦫהᝑዝᑇՏאڻՂΖ
܂ݺஃ׀ऱࠊृΔຩהள۩Δᘣณؾᅯהፖ
ભഏࡉࠡהഏ୮ԳՓլٵऱյ೯ᣂএΖݺᙟ
ஃװ׀ଉཽΕ؍ٱΔᑛΕࡉഏΔ
ࠩஃ׀ፖٺጟլ֏֮ٵխլٵऱԳڇԫದΔ
ຍਢྤऄطءՂᦰࠩΖஃڇ׀ભഏऱֲޢ
سΔࢬऱຟਢԫጟඒᖄΔࢬطݺאຍࠄ
ᆖᖵีᗨנڍլױ৸ᤜऱڃᖋΖ

ಧऋćᅝڣஃ׀ऱඒᎇΔኙڇৰڣ᎘ऱݺ
ଚࠐᎅΔਢԫଡլឰᖿᚐݺଚᖂ۵ऄऱྂ
ੈΖ
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knowledge through actual experience.
It’s very difficult even for a monk or a nun to truly attain genuine
levels of enlightenment. At the first level, one is called a Stream Enterer,
a Shrotapanna in Sanskrit. How many people attain that? Whenever
Shifu talked about it, he said that it is an exceptional attainment that
very few people can realize. If it is so difficult for a monk or nun to
realize, how much more difficult is it for a layperson, a householder
to realize? Just think how difficult it is for householders who can buy
anything they want, who eat and drink whatever and whenever they
please, and who have the responsibilities of a family. They have to go
to work, make money, worry about health insurance, etc. They have
to worry about all these things that they are involved with, that they
themselves have chosen to do, because they want to enjoy the various
pleasures of the world.
Now the Buddha made it very clear that if you live a householder’s
life and follow the moral precepts, that’s a genuine, valid form of
happiness. The Buddha didn’t say that it’s bad or evil. He said there is
this other happiness of the monastics. How much more difficult for a
person who is involved in that kind of householder’s lifestyle through
his own choosing, to attain genuine levels of enlightenment, which
by nature, means that he’s eliminated the desires for the pleasures of
the world and the five senses. So the monastic life is certainly much
more suited to realizing the goals of Buddhism.
Tina Yang: Are there daily struggles in following the monastic life?
DM Shun: I have been a monk for over 25 years and what I have
found in my experience is that in the early stages, maybe the first five
years, that might have been the case. It might be different for others,
but for me, for many years, that hasn’t been an issue. This doesn’t
mean to say that there aren’t any struggles. I’m not enlightened by
any means, and I have daily internal struggles in developing myself,
which I actually find really good. That is, when I become aware of
my faults—let’s say if I get angry and lose my patience with my
students, which doesn’t happen a lot but it does happen—I’m really
grateful that I’m aware of that. I still have a ways to go and need to
make much more progress. As a monk per se, for me, the daily selfreflection is not really an issue. It’s not like I ask myself, “Should I be a
monk?” or something like that. It’s a given that I am and will remain a
monk for the rest of my life, so I don’t think about it. But in terms of
development in our personal lives, getting rid of our faults, basically
that’s something monastics are always engaged in.
Tina Yang: Does a monk, who has left the home-life, need to cultivate
in the monastery?
DM Shun:!In my experience, it’s important to live in a monastery. For
example, when I was at Harvard University for six weeks in 2000 and
attended the “World Religions in America” seminar for high school
teachers sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities,
I lived in an environment that actually was very nice. It was across the

ีڰयćஃ᜔׀ਢᄎൎᓳΔຍլਢஃ׀ऱΔ
ۖਢ۵ॲႚอඒᖄऱԫຝٝΔ۞աؘႊܘԺ
װᆖᖵࡉኔᔌΖ۵ᎅΚψլઌॾࢬݺᎅ
ऱΔؘ܃ႊװᘣߪ᧯᧭ࡉኔᔌటΖߪ۞ط
ऱᆖ᧭ΔࠐެࡳຍਢܡటኔΛωࠏڕΔݺ
ଚઌॾڶছسΔ܀ਢڶ౨ԺಖছسႯΛ
ڶΔڶݺຍጟ౨ԺΖటإवሐຍଡΔ
ؘݺႊࠠڶຍᑌ౨ԺΖ۵ॲᎅݺଚຟࠠڶຍ
ᑌऱᑨ౨Δ៶ߪ۞طऱᆖ᧭ࠐ᧭ᢞࠡਢటਢ
ೕΖࢬ֨ॾאլਢळؾऱॾ֨Δॾ֨ᆖط
ኔᎾऱᆖᖵۖګवᢝΖ
ኙԫۯቖԳࠐᎅΔሒࠩటإऱᤚஔਢ
ৰܺᣄऱΖ࣠ॣڇΔጠհψԵੌωࢨਢත֮
ऱψႊॲωΖڻޢஃ׀ᎅຍਢԫଡৰ
ऱ࣠ۯΔৰ֟ᑇԳאױሒࠩຍᑌऱ࣠ۯΖڕ
࣠ຑԫۯቖԳࠐᎅຟਢৰܺᣄሒࠩΔ߷Ꮦԫ
ଡࡺՓࢨڇ୮ԳԾਢڕ۶ܺᣄࡋΛڇ୮Գױ
אᙟழ၇הऱࣟ۫Δᙟࠡᘋپ໘ה
ᦟऱଇढΙ܀ਢהଚኙ୮அڶຂٚΔؘႊՠ
܂ᙒΔᖜ֨᠔᛭অᙠംᠲΖؘႊװᖙ֨
ࢬ۞طڶաᙇᖗऱઌᣂࠃ೭Δڂהଚࠆ
࠹ၴऱݶᑗΖ
۵ॲᎅऱৰ堚ᄑΔ࣠ڕመڇ୮Գऱس
Δᙅښሐᐚݹ৳Δ߷թਢటإటኔऱݶᑗ
ֱڤΖ۵ॲࠀڶᎅຍਢլࢨړਢߵ༞Δ܀
ᎅᝫڶԫጟਢנ୮ऱஙΖᆖ۞طաᙇ
ᖗڇ୮ຍᑌऱسֱڤΔۖუሒࠩటإᤚஔ
ऱᐋڻਢৰܺᣄΔڂటإᤚஔऱءᔆΔਢ
܃բᆖװೈኙၴࡉնጟტࡴऱᑗΖڂ
ڼΔנ୮ऱسਢאױޓᒔࡳฤٽሒࠩ۵ඒ
ऱؾᑑΖ
ಧऋć൞֚ޢመנ୮سΔڶڶڼඅ
֬መΛ
ีڰयćݺբᆖנ୮ቖ၌መԲԼնڣԱΔ
ࠉଡԳऱᆖ᧭ΔࢨڰڇཚऱழଢΔՕપ່
ၲࡨնڣΔࢨਢڶऱΖኙߢۖݺΔࢨፖ
ࠡהԳլٵΔڇڣڍ㠪ຍءլམਢଡം
ᠲΙࠀ܀լਢ।قຍࠡխݙ٤ڶඅ֬Ζ
آࡸݺၲஔΔࢬڇאᖂڕ۶۞ᤚழΔޢ
֚ຟڶփ֨අ֬Δ܀ਢຍਢړऱΖᅝݺৰࣔ
۞ػաऱរழΔࠏڕ࿇ကΔኙݺऱᖂ
س؈װરࢤழΔຍឈྥլൄ࿇سΔ܀ਢՈམ
࿇سΖటإტᖿᤞࢬڶᤚ)۞ᤚ*Δݺսڶ
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street from the Harvard Divinity School in the Institute for the Study
of Religion, where visiting professors lived. For that campus, it was
a rather protected environment. However, I could see that not doing
all the daily rituals, all the activities in the monastic environment—
although I did do them to a limited extent on my own—was quite
different than being in a community with other monks and nuns.
From this experience, I could see that if I continued to be outside the
monastery for a long time, maybe for a year or two years, my spiritual
practice would become weaker and weaker. I was slowly but surely
being impacted by the external, worldly environment. So for me, that
verified that I still have a ways to go and need to work harder on my
practice. The world now is quite different than it was at the time of
the Buddha. There are so many things out in the world that pull the
individual away from the spiritual path. I can see that for the vast
majority of people, it’s still necessary to have the pure environment
of the monastery to make constant and significant progress in one’s
practice of the spiritual path.
(The End)

ֱچڍᏁޏၞΖኙԫଡቖԳࠐᎅΔ֚ޢ
ऱ۞֘ݺઊΔഗءՂլਢଡംᠲΔ܀լਢ۞
ംΚψݺᚨᇠቖႯΛωࢨਢᣊۿऱംᠲΖ
ݺਢଡנ୮ԳΔݺऱ塒سՈᄎਢଡቖԳΔࢬ
אءլᄎװუຍଡംᠲΖൕ۞ᤚऱߡ৫ࠐ
ᎅΔޏൾរΔഗءՂਢנ୮Գᆖൄऱ
ࠃΖ
ಧऋćנ୮ଥ۩ԫࡳڇሐႯΛ
ีڰयćݺڇଡԳऱᆖ᧭Δመנ୮سਢৰ
ૹऱΖᤝڕΔࠟڇՏڇݺڣশ۵Օᖂքၜ
ऱழଢΔףԫଡխඒஃᜰᙄΔطഏ୮
Գሐഗ८ᄎᇷܗऱψࡲඒڇભഏωऱઔ
ಘᄎΖᅝழݺਢسڇৰငᔞऱᛩቼΔࢬڶ
ࠐऱᖂृຟ۰࣍ۯڇশ۵Օᖂࡲඒઔߒࢬ
壀ᖂೃऱኙဩ۰ࢬΔ߷ଡֱچਢઌᅝ࠹ࠩঅ
ᥨऱᛩቼΖ߷ڇ㠪ࡳࡐڶ֚ޢऱࡲඒᏚڤ
)ုΚڰඡᓰ*Δឈྥ۞ݺաᄎᕣၦԫࠄΔ
܀ਢຍਢࡉڶڇቖԳऱሐਢৰլઌٵऱΖ
ࠩ᧭᧯ڼطΚ࣠ڕᠦၲሐԫৰ९ழၴΔ
ࢨԫڣࠟࢨڣΔݺऱଥ۩ኔᔌᄎ᧢။ࠐ
။இΖᄎດዬΔۖᒔࡳᄎ࠹ࠩ؆ڇၴᛩ
ቼऱᐙΖኙߢۖݺΔຍਢᢞࣔݺᝫڶԫ
ሁߨΔᝫᏁܘԺΖվऱਢፖ۵ॲ
۰ழॺൄլٵΔၴՂڶࠃڍ೭ലԳଚ
֧ٺٻଡլٻֱٵΔۖլਢ壄壀ՂऱሐሁΖ
ݺઌॾኙՕڍᑇԳࠐᎅΔսྥᏁԫଡቝሐ
ຍᑌऱ堚ଥᛩቼΔᨃԳڇאױ壄壀ऱሐሁ
Ղᥛլឰऱ壄ၞפشΖ
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